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Explainability in Deep Learning has become a hot topic in recent years due to the
necessity of insights and justifications for predictions. Although this field has an
extensive range of different approaches, this thesis explores the feasibility of a new
methodology that seeks to provide human-interpretable explanations for each sam-
ple being processed by a Neural Network. The term black box is often used in the
Explainability field, meaning that there is a lack in transparency within the model
when processing data. The explored approach tries to deal with the black box by
using the outputs of the hidden layers of a Neural Network as inputs for the model
responsible for the explanations. This model is another Neural Network that can be
seen as an auxiliary Neural Network to the main task. The predicted explanations
are formed by a subset of a list of human-designed justifications for the possible
outcomes of the main task. Using the predictions from both networks a cross com-
parison process is also performed in order to build confidence on the main predic-
tions. Results successfully show how a significant proportion of incorrect outputs
are questioned thanks to the predicted explanations.
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Chapter 1

Explainability in Deep Learning

1.1 Introduction

Deep Learning, a sub-field of Machine Learning, has revolutionised the world through
its breakthrough predictions and forecasts. Deep Learning has outperformed Ma-
chine Learning methodologies in many ways by providing Artificial Intelligence
(AI) models with the ability to learn deep and complex knowledge from large datasets.
Not only has Deep Learning outperformed Machine Learning in terms of accuracy
but it has also provided AI programmers with the ability to adapt a model to a spe-
cific task while at the same time adapting its complexity.

Although Deep Learning has changed the world, there are still several topics
about it that need to be addressed if we want to keep using this technology for the
better. Interpretability, explainability, uncertainty, fairness, ethics, confidence and
safety are some of these topics. In the context of Machine Learning and AI, inter-
pretability and explainability are sometimes used interchangeably. Nevertheless,
there is a slight yet significant difference between these two terms: interpretability is
about the cause-effect behaviour, or correlations, between the inputs and the outputs
of a model while explainability is the extent to which the internal actions of a model
can be explained in human terms. Notice how a model can be interpretable and not
explainable at the same time, f.e., through experimental trials one can identify the
correlations of the inputs with respect to the outputs (how inputs are affecting the
outputs) while not knowing how the model is processing the input at a human level.
Here is a simple and down to earth example for when there is interpretability and
not explainability: at a school students are performing a chemistry experiment in-
volving several components, students know what combinations of the components
produce new products but at the same time they are completely ignorant as to how
the new products are being formed. Explainability in this example would corre-
spond to knowing all the chemical reactions and chains being produced to finally
form the new product.

Now, explainability in the context of Deep Learning can be seen as knowing how
the data is being processed through the Neural Network (NN) (also named Deep
Neural Network, DNN, in Deep Learning) to produce the final output in human
terms. Knowing the trained parameters and how these affect the input data is not
enough in any way. Focusing on the explainability topic, an important trade-off
appears between accuracy and explainability of models in AI. Turns out that the
more complex an AI model is, and therefore the more potential it has to improve
its accuracy, the less explainable it is. This has been found when comparing several
Machine Learning methodologies with Deep Learning approaches. Figure 1.1 shows
a qualitative plot of this trade-off to help build an intuition.
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FIGURE 1.1: Qualitative plot of the accuracy and explainability trade-
off. NN corresponds to the Deep Learning family while the rest of the

points correspond to other Machine Learning families.

More generally speaking, when dealing with explainability in AI, the academic
community usually refers to it as Explainable Artificial Intelligence, abbreviated as
XAI, like the Wikipedia entry (Wikipedia contributors, 2020) does or like the explain-
ability in AI survey (Tjoa and Guan, 2019) does. Along these lines, the popular term
Black box also appears referring to a model lacking transparency with respect to the
internal mechanisms at a high interpretation level.

1.2 Motivation

As previously mentioned Deep Learning and the use of Neural Networks has revo-
lutionised the world by its breakthrough predictions and forecasts. It goes without
saying that Deep Learning has also been applied to other tasks apart from prediction
and forecasting. The range of applications is extremely extensive including Com-
puter Vision (CV), Natural Language Processing (NLP), Time Series Analysis (TSA)
and many more. Regardless of the precision and performance of these models there
is a huge void when trying to look for human explanations of these models as seen
in Figure 1.1. The reasons to ask for human explanations are really diverse. In almost
all cases the motivation behind looking for these explanations is extremely signifi-
cant to both users and designers of these NN models. Some possible reasons can be
defined in order to build an intuition:

• Detection of undesired biases

• Legal requirements

• Build trust

• Provide transparency to the NN’s black box

• Discover new interpretations and interactions
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An example in a real context can be stated for each one of these reasons. Amazon
has had several cases of unwanted bias when developing AI systems for automat-
ing tasks. One such case that was extremely popular was the case of a recruiting AI
that showed a strong bias against women as reported by (Reuters and Jeffrey Dastin,
2018). Legal requirements can be enforced in sensitive and/or critical applications,
f.e., when an AI system is involved in providing decisions in a field such as health.
To build trust in an AI system is no easy task and can truly make an impact on the
user experience. An example of when building trust strongly impacts the user expe-
rience would be in the field of autonomous vehicles. The fact that Neural Networks
are black boxes is obvious but to be able to provide transparency to it would be a
huge benefit in fields such as banking. Banks have restrictions when using Machine
Learning and Deep Learning models when performing sensitive decisions related to
client’s money. Last but not least, to be able to understand what is happening inside
of a NN in human terms can easily provide new discoveries in research fields, f.e.,
by discovering a hidden feature used by the NN to compute the outcome.

Many more reasons for justifying the search of human explanations in Deep
Learning can be found. A big part of them revolve around the topic of Human-
Computer interaction. Others are centred in fairness, ethics and safety. But in the
end we can see how all of these have a huge impact and are, without a doubt, ex-
tremely significant for the development and improvement of AI systems. This is
why XAI is a hot topic and will still be for years to come.

1.3 Background

Before getting into implementations and experiments we need to build an intuition
on how explainability in Deep Learning is approached. There is a large number of
researchers working on this hot topic and thus several lines of work have appeared.
Each line of work has its own characteristics and properties regarding how to ap-
proach explainability. In order to explore the different lines of work, grouped by the
characteristics of the methodologies being used, we will be referencing the XAI sur-
vey (Tjoa and Guan, 2019) as well as the Explainable Deep Learning guide (Xie et al.,
2020). Since we are focusing on explainability in Deep Learning rather than includ-
ing strict Machine Learning models we will be using the Explainable Deep Learning
guide to build a map of the approaches. Even though the XAI survey provides a
more general view of explainability in AI it is still a valuable resource to this thesis
and should not be omitted.
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The Explainability in Deep Learning guide proposes the following schematic for
the different explainability methods in DNNs:

1. Visualisation

(a) Back-Propagation

(b) Perturbation

2. Distillation

(a) Local Approximation

(b) Model Translation

3. Intrinsic

(a) Attention Mechanisms

(b) Joint Training

Before briefly describing each one of these categories and subcategories it must
be mentioned that these represent a reduction of all the lines of work being con-
ducted, meaning that to create this category scheme the state-of-the-art approaches
have been abstracted to one of these categories by defining the foundations it is
based on. In other words, this categorisation has been constructed based on the
foundations being used in each explainability work. Thus, this categorisation can be
seen as a foundational categorisation of explainability in DNNs. Once this has been
clarified, we now give a brief description for each category and subcategory in order
to get an idea of the fundamentals being used in the explainability field.

1. Visualisation methods: the goal of these methods is to highlight characteristics
or subsets of the input that heavily influence the output of the DNN.

(a) Back-Propagation: they identify the importance of input features by eval-
uating gradients being passed from output to input (back-propagation)
during the training phase. The gradient computations performed provide
a measure of how sensitive the output is to a specific input feature.

(b) Perturbation: they compute how a specific input feature affects the DNN’s
output by removing or altering the feature. These are able to compute the
marginal relevance of each feature in a DNN with respect to the output.

2. Model distillation: they develop a separate white box (as opposed to black box)
Machine Learning model that is trained to approximate the behaviour of the
already trained DNN. The goal of this approach is to extract decision rules or
features, from the mimicking Machine Learning model, that impact the output.

(a) Local Approximation: the Machine Learning model learns to mimic the
DNN behaviour in a small subset of the data. This is motivated by the
hypothesis that a DNN discriminates in a local region within the manifold
formed by the data.

(b) Model Translation: same as the Local Approximation models with the
exception that these learn over the whole data. It is worth noting that
modelling causality, a relatively new hot topic in explainability, often falls
within this sub-category.
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3. Intrinsic methods: these methods focus on designing a DNN that is able to pro-
vide explanations for the output at the same time. A property of such DNNs
is that these can be jointly trained on the main task while optimising the corre-
sponding explanations.

(a) Attention Mechanisms: attention mechanisms are used in a DNN in order
to provide explainable outputs by expressing the operations performed.
An example of an attention mechanism is one that learns conditional dis-
tributions over the inputs yielding a downstream weight vector.

(b) Joint Training: this method introduces an additional task to the main task
being performed by the model while optimising both tasks at the same
time. The aim of the additional task is to provide explanations to the out-
puts simultaneously, f.e., by providing explanations in natural language
format or by associating deep features with human-level entities.

This foundational categorisation of the explainability methods used in Deep Learn-
ing helps build the background needed for this thesis. Additionally, there are many
more approaches and methodologies being researched at the moment that are really
promising such as modelling causality. An example of this is (Parafita and Vitrià,
2019), a novel explainability methodology in which they identify how features affect
the model’s output through the use of counterfactuals over a causal model of the
data. Due to the extensive literature on explainability in Deep Learning, we let the
reader refer to the papers cited in (Xie et al., 2020) to see representative contributions
for each one of these categories and subcategories. Irrespective of this we also show
in Figure 1.2 the map from the explainability guide in order to see some papers for
each line of work.
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FIGURE 1.2: Explainability in Deep Learning map. Image source (Xie
et al., 2020).
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Chapter 2

Goals and Planning

2.1 Goals

Now that an introduction to the topic in question has been made, as well as build-
ing a conceptual map of how explainability in Deep Learning is approached, we
can formulate the goal of this Master’s thesis. The main objective of this thesis is
to design, implement and test an idea I came up with to approach explainability
in Deep Learning through the use of an auxiliary DNN. During a Summer Re-
search Internship in Computer Vision at the University of Santiago de Compostela
I was introduced to the explainability field. During my stay there I came across the
idea of using an additional NN with the goal of providing human-interpretable ex-
planations of the main NN’s mechanisms and features. The auxiliary DNN should
perform a classification task over a set of possible explanations regarding the main
task. In order to fulfil the proposed goal, the following steps must be taken:

1. Acquire or create a dataset with the main task’s targets as well as the explana-
tions for each target.

2. Design and optimise the pair of models as well as determine how they should
be interconnected.

3. Evaluate both models while focusing on a qualitative analysis of the predicted
explanations.

The first step introduces an impactful decision for this thesis which is whether
to find an already labeled dataset or to synthetically create one. Each one has its
pros and cons but for the sake of exploration and completeness we have decided
to perform an experiment for each case. Additionally, another impactful decision
made for the thesis is to focus on Computer Vision tasks due to the fact that these
are heavily graphical and relatively easy to asses by humans. All the source code
implemented as well as the datasets used in the thesis can be found in A.

2.2 Planning

In order to achieve the previous goals, while following the decisions made, a contin-
uous and gradual development process has been designed. This process follows a
series of ordered tasks which correspond to the following:

• Design and creation of the synthetic dataset including the explanations

• Definition, implementation and optimisation of the pair of models for the syn-
thetic dataset
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• Evaluation and analysis of the trained models over the synthetic dataset

• Search for a real-world dataset with explanations

• Definition, implementation and optimisation of the pair of models for the real-
world dataset

• Evaluation and analysis of the trained models over the real-world dataset

• Extraction of conclusions and thesis writing

A Gantt diagram has been designed to make the planning of the master’s thesis
throughout the course. The diagram is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that the days
allotted as well as the ranging dates for each task are approximations, and thus are
always subject to minor variations. From now on the thesis is split into project 1 and
project 2. These projects correspond to the decision of using a synthetically created
dataset and using a real-world dataset respectively.

FIGURE 2.1: Gantt diagram showing the allotted days and the rang-
ing dates for each plannified task.
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Chapter 3

Project 1

3.1 Explainability proposal

Before designing and implementing any of the two projects, the idea I came up with
for approaching explainability in Deep Learning has to be developed. The core of
the proposal revolves around the idea that the auxiliary network, responsible for
the explanations, should always work in parallel to the main network. This idea
follows the hypothesis that when processing data through a NN, explanations also
play a role along the processing part. To give relevance to the modelling of the
explanations, the model responsible for them can be designed to work in parallel to
the main network, always working together whenever an input is processed. This
core idea can be visualised in Figure 3.1.

FIGURE 3.1: Core idea of the proposal made in the thesis. The model
responsible for the explanations (big grey arrow) should always work

in parallel with the main network (big black arrow).

Further developing the idea, in order to try to provide transparency to the main
NN due to it being a complete black box, the parallel model can be designed such
that its input comes from the hidden activations of the main NN. This is done with
the expectation of clarifying what the main NN is internally doing by processing the
hidden activations, and therefore the latent features, and outputting explanations
of the main predictions. Following this inter-connectivity scheme, the explanations
model can be seen as a decoder of the latent features into human-level explanations
of the main task. This connectivity scheme is shown in Figure 3.2.

A question arises when focusing on the explanations model: should it be a Neu-
ral Network? The answers is not necessarily but at the same time it is a fairly good
candidate for this decoder role. There are a couple of reasons for this. First of all the
explanations model should be able to handle, manipulate and transform the hidden
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FIGURE 3.2: Connectivity scheme of the pair of models. The paral-
lel model can be seen as a decoder of the latent features into human

explanations.

activations from the main NN, and therefore the model should be able to correctly
handle the shape of the inputted tensors as well as their distributions. The second
reason is that, generally, hidden activations cannot be easily translated to human-
interpretable explanations and thus the explanations model should have the learn-
ing capabilities for decoding these non-interpretable tensors. Additionally, when us-
ing a NN as the explanations model an advantage comes up. Since both models are
composed of several layers the hidden activations can be sequentially inputted to
the explanations model. It is hypothesised that this can potentially help the auxil-
iary NN when learning how to decode the main NN by providing deep features to
deep layers. This final scheme, seen in Figure 3.3, corresponds to the architecture
implemented in both projects.

FIGURE 3.3: Connectivity scheme of the NN pair while taking advan-
tage of the several layers of each NN. This corresponds to the final

architecture followed in both projects.
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As previously mentioned, the explanations should be provided by the dataset
meaning that the auxiliary NN will perform a classification task over the whole set
of possible explanations of the main output. Given a total of N different explana-
tions provided by the dataset, the implementation of this classification task consists
in performing N independent binary classifications at the output of the auxiliary
NN. This proposal makes the explanations model yield a probability score for each
explanation as seen in Figure 3.4. This means that post-processing will be usually
needed such as adjusting the acceptance threshold.

FIGURE 3.4: Output of the explanations NN. Given N different ex-
planations, the model performs N binary classifications.

An important remark must made regarding the human explanations: these must
be carefully designed and labeled. The explanations listed in the dataset must make
total sense with respect to making an attempt at justifying the main predictions.
Moreover, the explanations must not be duplicated nor redundant. The explana-
tions must encode fundamental knowledge. Explanations that are too vague or too
specific should be avoided. All of these considerations regarding the explanations
must be taken into account to properly apply the proposed approach.

3.2 Projects setup

Both projects have been developed in the Google Colaboratory cloud environment.
Google Colaboratory, shortened Google Colab or just Colab, is a free Jupyter note-
book environment that requires no setup and runs entirely in the cloud, specifically
designed for Deep Learning development. This environment offers a free GPU ac-
celerator with some usage limitations. The GPU corresponds to an NVIDIA Tesla T4
with 16 GB VRAM GDDR6. The environment also provides a total of 12 GB of RAM.
This tool lets us efficiently implement and train the models designed in this thesis.
The development of project 1 has been made with the Deep Learning framework
called Keras (version 2.3.0) while using the TensorFlow (version 2.0) backend. On
the other hand, due to implementation complications, project 2 has been developed
with the Deep Learning framework PyTorch (version 1.5.0).

3.3 Synthetic dataset

The main task of the first project is a classification task of a total of 4 different image
classes. This first project is designed to be a simple, easy-to-do, implementation of
the proposal made in this thesis. The fact that a synthetic dataset is being used is
coherent with this idea. Therefore, project 1 can be seen as a toy implementation of
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the explainability proposal. Nonetheless, this first implementation will let us detect
possible weak and strong points. The synthetic dataset consist of a total of 4 different
classes of images. For the sake of simplicity, each class is defined to be a simple
2D shape. These classes are: circle, triangle, square and rectangle. To clarify, the
rectangle class is formed by strict rectangles, meaning that the two sides must have
different lengths. The resolution of the generated images is 64 × 64. All the images
are in grey scale (only 1 channel). To yield diversity within each class the scale,
rotation and centre of each figure is randomly chosen within a predefined range.
Figure 3.5 shows an example for each class.

FIGURE 3.5: An example of each class generated in the synthetic
dataset. From left to right circle, triangle, square and rectangle.

A total of 3, 000 images per class are generated. The number of samples to gener-
ate has to be within a reasonable range since a too small number will make training
hard while a too big number will generate duplicated images and thus making the
train-validation split useless. After computing the space of all possible images for
each class the number 3, 000 turns out to be a reasonable number of images to gen-
erate for each class while avoiding duplicated samples.

After generating all the images for each class, explanations must be given to each
sample in the dataset. In this toy project, the explanations designed are identical
within each class. The set of possible explanations for classifying these images are
the following: no vertices, three vertices, four vertices, all opposite edges are parallel
and finally all edges have the same size. One can notice how there are explanations
common to different classes as well as explanations unique to some classes. Figure
3.6 shows how these explanations are attributed to the classes.

FIGURE 3.6: Table showing how the designed explanations are dis-
tributed across each class in the synthetic dataset.

Now that the synthetic dataset has been generated with all the labels needed, we
can move on to the implementation, training and evaluation of the proposed model.
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3.4 Implementation and training

Since we are developing a Deep Learning model for Computer Vision tasks, and
specifically for classification in both tasks, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
are the models of choice. CNNs have proven to be a breakthrough improvement
in Computer Vision tasks through Deep Learning methodologies. The layers used
in this first project are: Convolutional layers, Batch normalization (BN) layers, Max
Pooling layers, Concatenation layers, Flattening layers and Fully Connected (FC)
layers (also called Dense layers). Convolution, BN, Max Pooling, Flattening and FC
layers are used in both networks, the main network and the auxiliary network. On
the other hand, the Concatenation layer is only used by the explanations network as
the way for combining its hidden activations with the ones coming from the main
network. Due to the low difficulty of classifying 2D grey shapes, the CNNs designed
are fairly small.

Both CNNs are composed of a total of 4 processing blocks. The first 3 blocks are
formed by Convolutional + BN + Max Pooling layers while the last block (respon-
sible for making the classifications) is formed by Flattening + FC layers. The kernel
sizes for both CNNs have been fixed to 4. The number of kernels per Convolutional
layer for the main network is fixed to 5 while for the auxiliary network is fixed to
3. The Max Pooling layers use all the default hyperparameters (reduce the input’s
size by 2). The FC layers have as many units as classes to predict, meaning that the
FC of the main network is composed of 4 units while the FC from the auxiliary net-
work is composed of 5 units. The FC layer of the main network applies the Softmax
activation, as done in single-label classification. On the other hand, the FC of the
auxiliary network applies the Sigmoid activation to each output in order to perform
independent classifications for each output. The last design decision to make is how
to connect the hidden activations of the main CNN to the layers of the auxiliary
CNN. This is done through the use of the Concatenation layers which concatenate
a list of tensors through the specified axis. In our case we will concatenate through
the channels axis to keep all the information split in different channels. All of these
design decisions, as well as the final scheme implemented for this first project, are
shown in Figure 3.7.

The main CNN is composed of a total of almost 1, 500 parameters while the aux-
iliary CNN is formed by just 1, 000 parameters. It must be noted that the architecture
defined for the auxiliary CNN follows the same architecture as the main one. This
technique, which we will refer to as Mirroring or Mirror CNN, is done for avoiding
shape issues when connecting the hidden activations of the main CNN to the ex-
planations CNN. Once the CNNs have been implemented and the dataset has been
generated, the pair of models can be trained. The synthetic dataset is split 50/50
into train and validation sets always keeping the same proportion for each class
(stratified splitting), meaning that each split will be composed of 1, 500 × 4 = 6, 000
samples. Both optimisation processes follow the same characteristics:

• The optimiser is Nadam with the default learning rate of 1e−3.

• A total of 250 epochs are processed

• At the end of each training epoch the validation set is evaluated and the metrics
stored (loss and accuracy)
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FIGURE 3.7: CNNs implemented for the first project. Each grey box
represent a block of layers. Each coloured column represents a layer.
The colours of each column encode the type of layer: green for Convo-
lutional, yellow for BN, blue for Max Pooling, purple for Flattening
and red for FC. The circle containing the capital letter "C" identifies

the Concatenation operation.

• The loss of the main CNN is Categorical Cross Entropy while the loss for the
auxiliary CNN is Binary Cross Entropy

• A constant learning rate decay is performed with a decay of learningRate/epochs

• Early stopping is used in the following way: the model with the best validation
accuracy is always stored

Once the 250 epochs have been performed the best model found is loaded to
perform evaluations on the predictions. As a final remark, the training process has
been defined as a two-step process: during the first step the main CNN is trained
alone; once the best parameters have been found then these are loaded and frozen
(all parameters fixed) to finally train the auxiliary CNN, which corresponds to the
second step.

3.5 Results and Evaluations

It goes without saying that the first thing we should look at is the accuracy achieved
in both CNNs for each task. These values are presented in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1: All accuracies achieved by the best trained model pro-
posed in project 1.

Main CNN Explanations CNN

Train accuracy 100% 99.02%
Validation accuracy 99.10% 98.43%
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All accuracies greatly surpass the 98% value but this should not be surprising
due to the extreme simplicity of the task being optimised. The main CNN is highly
likely to easily learn how to detect the most important features to perform classi-
fication. At the same time the explanations CNN takes advantage of this and can
also easily find correlations of the hidden features with respect to the explanations
classes. Seeing these extremely high results we can subtract importance to the alter-
native of training both CNNs at the same time in hopes for achieving even higher
performances. To have a better understanding of the 2D shape classification being
done by the main CNN we can analyse its confusion matrix over the validation set.
Table 3.2 corresponds to this confusion matrix.

TABLE 3.2: Confusion matrix of the main classification task over the
validation set. Columns are ground truth classes and rows are pre-

dicted classes.

Ground truth

Circle Rectangle Square Triangle

Circle 1500 1 0 0
Rectangle 0 1466 1 19
Square 0 31 1499 0
Triangle 0 2 0 1481

The confusion matrix shows us that the most common mistake is confusing a
rectangle for a square, which is not that surprising given that some rectangles are
close to being squares. The following most common mistake is confusing triangles
for rectangles which is indeed surprising and worth doing further analysis. The rest
of the mistakes can be ignored due to their incredibly low numbers. We are in the
perfect situation to take advantage of the predicted explanations for these mistakes,
and more specifically to the triangles being confused for rectangles. We can come up
with a formula to compute a confidence measure for each 2D shape class based on the
explanations alone. Finally, with these measures we can make a cross-comparison
between this confidence value and the probability predicted by the main CNN for
each 2D shape class. The formula proposed to compute the confidence measure for a
main class based only on predicted explanations is to first discretize each explana-
tion probability using a threshold (default to 0.5), then multiply the discretized vec-
tor by the ground truth vector of explanations for the specific sample being analysed
and finally normalise it. As an example, imagine the predicted probabilities vector of
explanations is (0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6), which discretized is the vector (0, 0, 0, 1, 1), and
we know the ground truth vector of explanations for each class. Now when com-
puting the confidence measure for the class rectangle, which has explanations vector
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0), we do (0, 0, 0, 1, 1) ∗ (0, 0, 1, 1, 0) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0), then we sum the vec-
tor giving a value of 1 and we finally normalise by the number of explanations this
class has, meaning that the final measure is 1/2 = 0.5. From an intuitive perspec-
tive, this measure computation is looking at how the corresponding explanations of
a class match the predicted explanations independent from the rest of the predicted
explanations. This measure ranges from 0 to 1 due to the fact that it is the propor-
tion of how the thresholded explanations match the ground truth explanations for
a specific class. In the end, we are able to compute a measure of confidence for each
main class based only on the predicted explanations. Using this confidences vector
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along with the vector of probabilities predicted by the main CNN lets us do the de-
sired cross-comparison. Obviously different methodologies, potentially better, for
cross-comparing the predicted explanations with the predicted main classes can be
formulated but due to the lack of time we will be using the one described here with
the default threshold value.

When looking at all of these results, we can differentiate, at least, 3 different
cases:

1. The largest predicted probability from the main classification task does not
coincide, in the slightest, with the corresponding confidence value. Example
presented in Figure 3.8.

2. The largest predicted probability from the main classification task is completely
congruent with the corresponding computed confidence value but there is a tie
with another class within the confidences vector. Example presented in Figure
3.9.

3. The largest predicted probability from the main classification task is, to some
extent, congruent with the corresponding computed confidence value but due
to the confidences vector another class is preferred. Example presented in Figure
3.10.

FIGURE 3.8: The predicted main class is not congruent at all with the
corresponding confidence value based on the predicted explanations.

The green bars identify the ground truth class.

We would expect to see an additional case corresponding to the situation in
which the largest classification probability is congruent with the corresponding con-
fidence value and at the same time the confidences vector shows that this mislabelled
class is the preferred one. This case reflects the situation in which both the main
CNN and the auxiliary CNN completely miss the correct target. To our surprise
none of the mislabelled samples (61 in total) in the validation set show this situation.
This points to the idea that the auxiliary CNN is useful for performing some sort of
validation process over the predictions of the main CNN. We can consider that cases
1 and 3 present to the user and/or designer of the model a weak confidence with re-
spect to the prediction of the main CNN, which is the important one in the end. This
weak confidence can make the user/designer question whether that sample has been
correctly or incorrectly classified, and probably calls for a manual supervision of the
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FIGURE 3.9: The predicted main class is completely congruent with
the corresponding confidence value based on the predicted explana-
tions but a tie appears within the confidences vector. The green bars

identify the ground truth class.

FIGURE 3.10: The predicted main class is somewhat congruent with
the corresponding confidence value based on the predicted explana-
tions but another class is preferred within the confidences vector. The

green bars identify the ground truth class.

model. If we consider that cases 1 and 3 produce this effect over the user/designer
then 57.38% of the misclassified samples from the validation dataset are questioned.
This quantitative result is quite impressive considering the simple cross-comparison
being made. Our hypothesis is that since the auxiliary CNN predicts explanations
based only on the internal activations of the main CNN, and not the FC activations,
it has a more direct and clear way to detect specific classes (explanations). Any mis-
take introduced by the main FC layer will not affect the explanations CNN. One final
question arises when evaluating this cross-comparison technique: what about cross-
comparing the correctly labelled samples from the validation set. It turns out that
only 0.13% of all the correctly predicted classes on the main task are questioned, i.e.,
show case 1 or 3. Considering case 2 as a questionable prediction can be determined
by the user/designer. Irrespective of this, we have decided to consider case 2 as a
situation in which the main prediction is not questioned since the explanations fully
coincide with the main predictions despite there being a tie. An example showing
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the cross-comparison over a correctly classified sample of the validation set can be
seen in Figure 3.11.

FIGURE 3.11: Cross-comparison of a correctly classified sample of the
validation dataset. The green bars identify the ground truth class.

As an additional application of this cross-comparison method, out-of-distribution
(OOD) samples are predicted as well as their explanations. The easiest way of gen-
erating OOD samples is by simply generating images with all of its values sampled
randomly within the range of possible values (0 to 1). The cross-comparison valida-
tion has been performed over 100 OOD samples. Quantitative analysis shows that
20% of the OOD samples are completely congruent with the predicted explanations,
meaning that 80% of them are questioned. To be able to question OOD samples with
an accuracy around 80% seems like a, yet another, really good advantage of predict-
ing the possible explanations following the proposed method in this thesis. Figure
3.12 shows an example of the cross-comparison over an OOD sample.

FIGURE 3.12: Cross-comparison of an out-of-distribution sample.
The sample has been generated by uniformly sampling random val-

ues over the range of possible values.
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3.6 Comments on project 1

Overall, the results and analysis performed over the usage of the explanations CNN
are really promising. Not only do the predicted explanations provide human-interpretable
explanations but they can also be used as a way of building confidence on the main
CNN’s predictions. Apart from all of these, the predicted explanations could poten-
tially show the user/designer undesired biases in the model’s predictions. Irrespec-
tive of all of this, there are a couple of points to be made about this first project:

• The difficulty of the main task is extremely easy for a CNN, and even more
considering we are not even working with RGB images. Again, this first ap-
proach performs a toy task.

• We do not have strong evidence that the auxiliary network has actually cap-
tured the meaning of each of the explanations at a human level. In other words,
we have no confidence at all that the auxiliary CNN has learned that it has to
detect 3 vertices, for example, and has to identify this detection with the expla-
nation class defined by us.

• Explanations are identical across samples from the same shape class. This can
potentially guide the auxiliary CNN into learning that if the input is a circle
then its corresponding explanations should be predicted.

• The dataset is synthetic meaning that it has several weak points, f.e., being
disconnected from real-world environments.

These points should not be taken lightly as they strongly affect the performance
of the proposed model. This is why project 2 has been defined, to be able to over-
come the issues of project 1. Project 2, therefore, is the next step in this research
process of the proposed approach to explainability in Deep Learning.
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Chapter 4

Project 2

4.1 Real-world dataset

One extremely important weak point from project 1 to overcome is the use of a syn-
thetic dataset. In project 2 we aim to use a real-world dataset. After carefully looking
for a fitting dataset (meaning that the explanations of each main task prediction must
come along with the dataset) for a long time we have been able to find a good dataset
with all the explanations needed. It turns out that finding a public dataset for Com-
puter Vision with the needed explanations is hard to find. The dataset we found is
composed of coloured images portraying birds classified by species. The provided
explanations correspond to visual features of the bird visualised in the image. The
dataset is composed of a total of 200 bird species and the list of visual features is
formed by a total of 312 different features. Although there are a lot of explanations,
all of these can be grouped, if needed, by the type of feature: the explanations are
flattened values of specific traits of a bird, f.e., the trait bill shape comprises a total
of 8 different values but these are flattened into 8 different explanations (curved bill
shape, dagger bill shape, etc). All the labels, the main class as well as the visual fea-
tures present in an image, have been manually labeled by humans. The authors of
the dataset refer to these visual features (which we treat as explanations) as binary
attributes. The public dataset has been obtained from (Wah et al., 2011) which cor-
responds to the original source. The dataset, named Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011,
offers 60 images per bird class (for almost all of them). A 50/50 train-validation
split over each bird class is performed. This means that we only have 30 samples
per class for training the main CNN. This becomes a challenging task if we aim to
achieve high accuracy over the main classification task. Due to the low number of
samples available for training this could be seen as a few-shot learning task (or low-
shot learning) which is well-known to be challenging since the goal is to capture the
most generalisation potential from an extremely small dataset. To overcome this dif-
ficulty we rely on a heavy use of Computer Vision data augmentation. An example
image from this dataset along with its visible visual features are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Implementation and training

As previously stated, all the implementations within this second project have been
developed using the Deep Learning framework PyTorch (version 1.5.0). Moreover,
this project 2 implementation has been based on the work of (Saeed, 2018) in which
they achieve a reasonably high accuracy on the selected dataset thanks to the ap-
plication of heavy data augmentation as well as a state-of-the-art (SOTA) CNN ar-
chitecture corresponding to ResNet18. Starting from their work, we will extend it
with the addition of the auxiliary CNN. Even more, we will test whether ResNet50
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FIGURE 4.1: Birds dataset example with its corresponding species la-
bel as well as its explanations (visual features).

surpasses the results presented in (Saeed, 2018) in which they achieve a validation
accuracy of 77.34% in the classification task. It goes without saying that we will be
doing the same split so that a comparison of performances can be made. We will
always be following the main decisions made by (Saeed, 2018) which correspond to
the following:

• An already pretrained ResNet is loaded from the official PyTorch repository.
The warm up performed corresponds to the well-known ImageNet classifi-
cation task. This helps ResNet during the optimisation process by achieving
slightly better accuracies, drastically reducing the training needed (only fine-
tuning is needed) and usually avoiding overfitting.

• To fine-tune the pretrained ResNet a change has to be made to its architecture:
the last FC layer has to be replaced with a new one (with the identity activation
function) having as many units as the number of classes of the new classifica-
tion task (200 in our case).

• The loss to use is the standard one for multi-class classification, Cross Entropy
from PyTorch which already implements the Softmax function altogether with
the Negative Log-Likelihood Loss in an efficient way. The optimiser chosen for
fine-tuning the warmed up ResNet is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with
a learning rate of 1e−4 and a momentum of 0.9.

• An early stopping technique is used: the model saved always corresponds to
the one that yielded the highest accuracy on the validation set. The validation
set is evaluated at the end of each training epoch. A total of 200 epochs are
processed.

An important issue arises when inspecting the images from the dataset: these
have different sizes and some of them have an aspect ratio different than 1 (non-
squared images), and thus the preprocessing pipeline must handle this. Moreover,
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this pipeline also includes the data augmentation techniques. The preprocessing ap-
plied to the loaded images, a key factor in achieving high accuracy for this extremely
small dataset, is composed of the following steps:

1. First of all, the whole image is scaled by a factor such that the largest axis of
the image has size 256.

2. A rotation of up to 45 degrees is randomly applied to the resized image with a
50% probability.

3. A crop of shape 224 × 224 × 3 (expected input shape for the ResNet CNN) is
randomly selected from the image.

4. A horizontal flip is randomly applied with a 50% probability. Vertical flips are
not used since these make no sense in the context of bird images.

5. Finally, the values of the resulting image are normalised by subtracting the
mean of the ImageNet dataset (RGB values [0.458, 0.456, 0.406]) and dividing
by the standard deviation of ImageNet (values [0.229, 0.224, 0.225]).

This whole preprocessing pipeline ensures that the inputted image to the ResNet
CNN has the expected shape as well as being normalised in the same way it has been
pretrained. Additionally, the random rotation, the random crop and the random hor-
izontal flip heavily augment the dataset (specially the random cropping technique).
Some examples of this processing pipeline are shown in 4.2. This pipeline is modi-
fied to process the validation set: no data augmentation is applied and the random
crop is replaced by a centre crop since it is the most likely crop to contain a centred
bird. Validation examples are presented in Figure 4.3.

FIGURE 4.2: Training samples processed by the preprocessing
pipeline. Modifications over the colour values have been reverted

for visualisation purposes.

FIGURE 4.3: Validation samples processed by the preprocessing
pipeline. Modifications over the colour values have been reverted

for visualisation purposes.

Processing the whole training set (with size = 30 × 200 = 6, 000) corresponds
to one training epoch. As previously stated, 200 epochs are processed and the saved
model is always the one that achieves the maximum accuracy on the validation set.
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TABLE 4.1: Accuracies achieved, on the birds classification task, by
the best trained model for ResNet18 and ResNet50 architectures.

ResNet18 ResNet50

Train accuracy 78.43% 90.01%
Validation accuracy 77.05% 81.03%

Table 4.1 shows the accuracies achieved, by the best model, for both ResNet18 and
ResNet50 over the training and validation sets.

Unsurprisingly, ResNet50 (with ∼ 23 million parameters) outperforms ResNet18
(with ∼ 11 million parameters) by 5 percentage points on the validation set. From
now on, ResNet50 is the CNN architecture to use. This means that for the final
proposed model, the main CNN corresponds to a ResNet50 and the auxiliary CNN
corresponds to a mirror of the ResNet50 architecture. The connections established
from main CNN to auxiliary CNN have been chosen based on how ResNet architec-
tures are formed. These are based on residual blocks as shown in the paper in which
ResNet was first presented (He et al., 2015). The hypothesis is that at the end of each
residual block deeper features, likely to be more relevant for the explanations, are
computed. Therefore, the final implemented architecture for this second project is
presented in Figure 4.4.

FIGURE 4.4: CNNs implemented for the second project. Each
coloured column represents a layer. Colours assigned to each layer
encode the same information as those of Figure 3.7. The additional
colour present here, dark blue, corresponds to an Average pooling
layer concatenated with a Flattening layer. The circle containing the

character "+" identifies the Addition operation.

Note that ResNet version 2 has been selected which uses a bottleneck approach
within each residual block. Note also how ResNet first applies an Average pooling
layer before flattening the tensor. Average pooling is the operation of performing an
average computation over each channel with a specific kernel size. ResNet decides
to use an Average pooling layer such that each channel comes out with only 1 value
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(height and width equal to 1). This significantly reduces the dimensions of the ten-
sor being outputted by the last residual block, meaning that the FC layer will need
way fewer parameters. Also note how the established connections do not follow
the pattern followed in project 1. This is due to the fact that the operation used to
join the tensors, from the main CNN to the auxiliary CNN, has been changed to the
addition operation. The addition operation between tensors can only be used when
the tensors being added have exactly have the same shape. There are three reasons
to use addition instead of concatenation:

1. By adding tensors the resulting shape is the same, and so the residual blocks
can process the tensors in the same way. In other words, addition lets us be
consistent when using ResNet.

2. When concatenating over the channels axis, the dimension of the resulting ten-
sor increases. Addition keeps the same number of dimensions and thus the
CNN does not need to make an increase in trainable parameters.

3. Finally, from an information point of view, the addition operation can be seen
as joining together the information encoded from the main CNN into the in-
formation encoded on the auxiliary CNN at the same layer level. This can po-
tentially help by reducing the number of parameters needed by the auxiliary
CNN.

Again, once the main CNN has been trained and frozen, we can optimise the
auxiliary CNN. One could argue that the mirrored ResNet50 (therefore the auxiliary
CNN) could be warmed up by loading the parameters optimised during the training
of the main CNN. This approach is also tested in order to see whether transferring
the learned parameters of the main CNN for finetunning makes sense or not. All
results achieved by the best model found, for each CNN (including the warm up
approach), are presented in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2: All accuracies achieved, over the birds dataset, by the
best model trained for each task, classification and providing expla-
nations. The accuracies achieved by the warmed up auxiliary CNN

are also shown.

Main CNN Auxiliary CNN Auxiliary CNN (warm start)

Train accuracy 90.01% 85.53% 77.94%
Validation accuracy 81.03% 85.19% 78.38%

We can see how warming up the auxiliary CNN did not outperform random ini-
tialisation. This could point to the idea that the learned parameters on the main CNN
are not fitted for detecting the desired explanations. This, at the same time, makes
sense since the parameters of the main CNN have been optimised to yield high val-
ues on detecting specific features while the parameters of the auxiliary CNN should
be optimised to translate the hidden activations into classes. There is a significant
conceptual gap between translating hidden activations and detecting specific fea-
tures of the input. Following the same line of thought, ImageNet initialization for
the auxiliary CNN would not be useful either. The explanations provided by the non
warmed up auxiliary CNN are the ones used for predictions and final evaluations.
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4.3 Results and Evaluations

A similar evaluation process to the one performed in project 1 is conducted. In order
to handle the large amount of classes, for both birds and explanations, only the top
N classes (where N is a fixed value) will be usually shown for evaluating the predic-
tions. First of all, let us look at the predictions computed by the trained model for
the sample presented in Figure 4.1. The main predictions of this validation sample
are presented in Figure 4.5.

FIGURE 4.5: Main predictions of the validation sample shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. The ground truth class is located above the left image. The

right plot corresponds to the top 5 classes by probability.

For this sample the main CNN has correctly identified the class of the bird with
an extremely high probability. Interestingly enough, the second most likely class is
another Albatross-like bird species just like the ground truth class. Now, we can take
a look at the explanations predicted by the auxiliary CNN in Figure 4.6. To be able
to predict these explanations is, by itself, an already impressive achievement. These
raw explanation probabilities show an important issue which is repeated features
with different values. In this specific case features has shape and has nape color appear
two times within the top 18 explanations. Additionally, recall that there are a total
of 312 explanations. Therefore, a post-processing step needs to be applied to these
predictions. First of all, in order to handle the large amount of explanations being
predicted a more strict threshold can be fixed, f.e., to a value of 0.8 (compared to the
default value of 0.5). On the other hand, to avoid repeats in the top N explanations
ranking, a cleaning process is performed to simply discard any predicted explana-
tion concerning a feature that has already appeared with a higher probability. These
two post-processing decisions are applied in order to try to fix the presented issues.

Once the post-processing has been defined, we can come up, again, with a cross-
comparison methodology in order to try to verify the main CNN predictions based
on the predicted explanations. The dataset has an advantage, which is that it pro-
vides a matrix with shape 200 × 312 (as many rows as bird classes and as many
columns as visual features). This matrix stores, at each location, the probability that
the image of a specific bird class (the row number) shows a visual feature (the col-
umn number). We can exploit this matrix by multiplying it by the post-processed
vector of predicted explanations, which has a size of 312 (repeated features and
probabilities lower than the fixed threshold are set to 0), in order to get a vector
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FIGURE 4.6: Auxiliary predictions of the validation sample shown in
Figure 4.1. The top 18 explanations are shown in a horizontal bar plot.

of 200 values, each one of these corresponding to a confidence value measuring how
the post-processed explanations fit each bird class. Finally, the top 5 (for example)
bird classes can be taken in order to look for consistency with the main CNN pre-
diction. This is applied to the predicted explanations for the same validation sample
and the resulting classes can be seen in Figure 4.7.

Notice the strong impact of the post-processing steps applied to the predicted
explanations. When no post-processing is applied the ground truth class is at rank
5. Once repeated features are cleaned the ground truth class jumps to rank 3. Finally
when applying both cleaning and a stricter threshold the ground truth class reaches
the rank 2 position. Based on all of these findings, the post-processing is always
applied with a threshold of 0.8. This can be applied in the same way as it has been
applied in project 1, with the only difference that we now have to fix the number
N for the top N classes based only on explanations. For example, Figure 4.8 shows
a misclassified bird being questioned by the top 10 predicted classes based on the
predicted explanations.

A quantitative analysis is performed in the same way as it has been done in
project 1, i.e., computing the proportion of questioned validation samples for the
correctly and incorrectly classified ones. In this case the N parameter is fixed to
10 for identifying when the predicted explanations are not consistent with the pre-
dicted bird class. From the correctly classified samples in the validations set a total
of 85% of them present consistent explanations. Meanwhile, from the misclassi-
fied validation samples the proportion of not consistent explanations, and therefore
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FIGURE 4.7: Top 5 classes by explanations for the validation sample
shown in Figure 4.1. From top to bottom the top 5 classes when: no
post-processing is applied, cleaning repeated features, cleaning re-

peated features and applying stricter threshold.

FIGURE 4.8: From left to right: input image depicting a Brewer Spar-
row bird, the predicted probabilities for the bird class and finally the
top 10 predicted bird classes based on explanations. Notice how the
most likely predicted class is not present in the top 10 classes by ex-

planations.
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questioned misclassifications, is located around 35%. In absolute values almost 700
correctly classified samples are questioned whereas around 415 incorrectly classified
samples are questioned. Whether the trade-off between questioning correctly and
incorrectly classified samples is worth doing depends on the application and the re-
sources available as well as the performance of both models. When cross-comparing
1, 000 random input images all of them have been questioned. This is not that sur-
prising given the fact that it is highly unlikely that the predicted class appears in the
top 10 classes out of the 200. Even though the high number of classes helps with
this, the cross-comparison process perfectly questioned all OOD samples.

4.4 Comments on project 2

As mentioned before, project 2 is the next step towards a more strict research of
the proposed explainability approach for Deep Learning. Several weak points from
project 1 have been fixed. First of all, an extremely important point is that we have
high variability of explanations between and within classes. This gives us confi-
dence that the auxiliary CNN will actually capture the information encoded on each
explanation through the optimisation process, all thanks to the high variability of
explanations. By learning when an image has or does not have a specific explana-
tion (visual feature), regardless of the bird class, is what makes the auxiliary CNN be
forced to learn what we humans want it to learn. Additionally, the selected dataset
is a real dataset and presents lots of visual similarities as well as a low number of
samples, making the whole task a challenge. These two points, that have been fixed
in project 2, were the most worrisome. To our surprise, some samples with wrong
labels have been detected in the birds dataset but the proportion of these errors is
low enough to still use it as it is.

Regarding the results and evaluations found, as well as considering the diffi-
culty of the dataset and the extremely low amount of samples per class, they can
be seen as fairly good. In this second project all out-of-distributions samples have
been correctly questioned. On the other hand, the number of correctly classified
samples being questioned versus the number of incorrectly classified samples being
questioned does not seem that good, however the importance of these consisten-
cies heavily depends on the application in question, the available resources and the
model performance.

All in all, being able to predict explanations at a human level, as done with this
real-world dataset of birds, turns out to be extremely useful. Not only does it provide
confidence to the designer/user of a Deep Learning system but it can also be used for
additional processes like the one being tested here: to cross-compare explanations
with the main prediction in order to detect possible inconsistencies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Final comments

Both projects followed the same implementation and testing steps. These steps
are the ones that have been defined when proposing the goals of the thesis. The
completion of the proposed steps means that we have achieved what we aimed
for in the thesis, i.e., to implement and test an approach to improve explainabil-
ity in Deep Learning. Moreover, the results seen in both projects are quite impres-
sive. Even though checking the class-explanations consistency on the second project
has been a more difficult task and has not performed as well as it has on project
1, the predicted explanations for the birds dataset provide an invaluable source of
information regarding how the main CNN processes the input image through the
use of human-defined explanations. As previously mentioned, being able to pre-
dict human-interpretable explanations can be used for additional tasks like the one
tested here (cross-comparing the main predictions). Out-of-distribution detection is
another obvious application, also tested in the thesis. Detection of unwanted biases
can also be implemented. Nevertheless, there are a couple of weak points regarding
the proposed explainability approach in Deep Learning which are the following:

1. To be able to have a datasets with human explanations annotated for the target
of each sample is a quite hard thing to achieve. These kinds of dataset are
usually extremely expensive to build in terms of time and resources.

2. Using human-defined explanations for conveying possible explanations of the
main predictions can be not ideal. The problem with the source of these ex-
planations is the source itself. Humans can be mistaken when interpreting
and justifying a task such as classification. Moreover, using human-defined
explanations heavily restricts the possible explanations search space. In other
words, using human explanations means that the predicted explanations are
enclosed within the knowledge that is already available by humans and this in
turn means that no new insights will emerge.

3. The proposed explainability approach could be categorised as an Intrinsic model
approach, as explained in 1.3 Background. This kind of approach has its own
strong and weak points as expected. Due to the lack of time, the pair of models
have always been trained on a two step process, first the main CNN and then
the auxiliary CNN, although training both at the same time can potentially
help each others learning processes. Also due to the lack of time, hyperparam-
eter searching has not been feasible.

In conclusion, the master’s thesis has been a success in terms of exploration, im-
plementation and testing of the proposed approach. Extremely interesting insights
have been found as well as possible real-world applications.
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Appendix A

Master’s thesis source code

A.1 GitHub repository

Code implementation and datasets of the thesis published in:
https://github.com/maxby12/TFM-UB
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